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Abstract

The weak interaction charged current processes (νe +n ↔ p + e−; ν̄e +p ↔ n + e+; n ↔ p + e− + ν̄e) 
interconvert neutrons and protons in the early universe and have significant influence on Big Bang Nucleo-
synthesis (BBN) light-element abundance yields, particularly that for 4He. We demonstrate that the influ-
ence of these processes is still significant even when they operate well below temperatures T ∼ 0.7 MeV
usually invoked for “weak freeze-out,” and in fact down nearly into the alpha-particle formation epoch 
(T ≈ 0.1 MeV). This physics is correctly captured in commonly used BBN codes, though this late-time, 
low-temperature persistent effect of the isospin-changing weak processes, and the sensitivity of the asso-
ciated rates to lepton energy distribution functions and blocking factors are not widely appreciated. We 
quantify this late-time influence by analyzing weak interaction rate dependence on the neutron lifetime, 
lepton energy distribution functions, entropy, the proton–neutron mass difference, and Hubble expansion 
rate. The effects we point out here render BBN a keen probe of any beyond-standard-model physics that 
alters lepton number/energy distributions, even subtly, in epochs of the early universe all the way down to 
near T = 100 keV.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we examine individual charged current weak interactions in the Big Bang Nu-
cleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and uncover a feature of these which is surprising and explains how 
BBN can be sensitive to any physics which even slightly alters neutrino energy distribution func-
tions, even at relatively low temperatures. The importance of this sensitivity for constraining and 
probing beyond-standard-model (BSM) physics will be heightened as the precision of the ob-
servationally inferred primordial abundances of deuterium [1,2] and helium [3] increases in the 
future.

BBN is a great success story of the marriage of nuclear and particle physics and cosmology 
[4–7]. In essence, the light element abundances that emerge from the early universe are set in a 
freeze-out from nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE). NSE is thermal and chemical equilibrium 
among all nuclei, where the abundance of any nuclear species is given by a Saha equation that 
depends only on nuclear binding energy, entropy-per-baryon, temperature, and the neutron-to-
proton ratio (i.e. the ratio of neutron to proton number densities; denoted n/p ratio) [8]. NSE 
obtains when the rates of strong and electromagnetic nuclear reactions are fast compared to the 
rate at which thermodynamic conditions change, in this case governed mostly by the Hubble ex-
pansion rate. NSE freeze-out in the early universe is actually a series of freeze-outs of individual 
nuclear reactions and is a protracted event, taking place over many Hubble times. This endurance 
is a key reason why the eventual BBN light element abundance yields are sensitive to slow and 
relatively small, weak interaction-induced changes in the n/p ratio during the NSE freeze-out 
process.

The weakness of gravitation, along with an entropy-per-baryon (∼ 9 × 109 Boltzmann’s con-
stant per baryon) which is large on a nuclear physics scale, and very small net electron, muon, 
and tau lepton numbers, combine to dictate most of what happens in NSE freeze-out. Gravitation 
drives the Hubble expansion, so it is inherently slow, and in the relevant radiation-dominated 
conditions the Hubble expansion rate is H ∝ T 2/mpl, where T is the plasma temperature and 
mpl � 1.221 × 1022 MeV is the Planck mass. This expansion rate is so slow that at tempera-
tures T > 1 MeV, the weak interaction can maintain equilibrium by efficiently scattering and 
exchanging energy between the seas of neutrinos and the photon–electron–positron plasma. 
Typical weak interaction rates involving neutrinos and electrons/positrons are ∼ G2

F T 5, with 
GF � 1.166 × 10−11 MeV−2 the Fermi coupling constant. The number of baryons is very small 
(baryon-to-photon ratio η ≈ 6 × 10−10) and so lepton scattering and captures on them are neg-
ligible in effecting energy transfer between the neutrino seas and the photon–electron–positron 
plasma. Nevertheless, the baryons and neutrino seas are in chemical equilibrium at high tempera-
ture. As the universe expands and the temperature drops, neutrinos cease to efficiently exchange 
energy with the plasma and, eventually, completely decouple and free fall through spacetime. 
Likewise, the rates of neutron-to-proton converting (i.e., isospin-changing) weak interactions de-
crease as the temperature drops and, eventually the n/p ratio will be dominated by neutron decay. 
The former decoupling process is termed “weak decoupling”, while the latter is dubbed “Weak 
Freeze-Out” (WFO).

The standard narrative has these as distinct events, weak decoupling at T ∼ 1 MeV, and WFO 
at T ∼ 0.7 MeV. This narrative is incorrect (see e.g., Refs. [9–11]).

In fact, weak decoupling and WFO are not events that are instantaneous in time or temper-
ature. Weak decoupling, WFO, and aspects of NSE freeze-out, all occur more or less contem-
poraneously over many, many Hubble times. This fact dictates the use of a numerical approach 
to BBN, first done by Refs. [12,13], but it also sets up the sensitivity to late-changing weak 
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interactions and their dependence on neutrino distribution functions which we examine in this 
paper.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we give a brief exposition of the 
relevant charged current, isospin-changing weak interaction processes and the rates of these in the 
BBN epoch. In Sec. 3, we present calculations which elucidate the physics of WFO and highlight 
the inadequacy of neglecting any of the weak interactions at temperatures T � 100 keV. We give 
our conclusions in Sec. 4. Throughout this paper we use natural units, h̄ = c = kB = 1, and 
assume neutrinos are massless at the temperature scales of interest.

2. The n ↔ p rates

Three processes convert neutrons (n) into protons (p) in the BBN epoch. These are schemat-
ically shown as

νe + n → p + e−, (1)

e+ + n → p + ν̄e, (2)

n → p + ν̄e + e−, (3)

where e± denote positron, electron, and νe, ν̄e denote electron neutrino, antineutrino. Addition-
ally, the three corresponding reverse processes convert protons into neutrons

e− + p → n + νe, (4)

ν̄e + p → n + e+, (5)

ν̄e + e− + p → n. (6)

Together, the rates associated with processes (1)–(6) are the neutron-to-proton rates (n ↔ p

rates). At high temperature, the rates associated with the capture processes in (1), (2), (4), and 
(5) are all much faster than the Hubble expansion rate. Note processes (1)–(2) have no energy 
threshold for lepton capture because the neutron is heavier than the proton with mass difference 
δmnp ≡ mn − mp ≈ 1.293 MeV. In turn, the lepton capture processes (4)–(6) have an energy 
threshold. As we will see below, this threshold makes a significant difference on the leverage 
these processes have on the n/p ratio, especially at low temperature. The three-body process (6)
is not a dominant contribution. Other weak interactions on nuclei are present during BBN [14], 
but we focus on the n ↔ p rates for this work.

A self-consistent treatment of WFO includes calculating the n ↔ p rates within a BBN 
nuclear-reaction network. We use the BURST code to treat WFO self-consistently with BBN 
[15], although other codes also correctly capture the physics of WFO (see Refs. [16–18]). To 
examine the interplay between the n/p ratio and the primordial abundances, we will modify the 
n ↔ p rates in BURST to employ limiting scenarios on WFO. We expect the altered scenarios to 
yield different results for the n/p ratio and abundances as compared to baseline computations 
that do not employ the said limits. Our aim will be to assess how effective each scenario is for 
accurately characterizing WFO and predicting primordial abundances.

To begin our analysis, we need expressions for the n ↔ p rates suitable for computational 
implementation. Ref. [19] gives a prescription to calculate the collision integral for the full 
quantum kinetic equation (QKE) for each process in (1)–(6). We do not utilize the full QKE 
treatment in this work (see Refs. [20–32] for discussion on the QKEs). Instead, we employ 
multiple approximations to facilitate ease in numerically computing the n ↔ p rates. We start 
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with the collision integral for the QKE in processes (1) and (4), i.e. the gain and loss terms 
in the reaction νen ↔ p e−. Ref. [19] writes the collision term for the change in neutrino oc-
cupation number, i.e. dfνe/dt . The change in the total number of neutrinos is identical to the 
change in the total number of neutrons, implying we can write an integrated collision term with 
n(Q1) + νe(Q2) ↔ p(Q3) + e−(Q4), where Qi is the four-momentum for particle i, for the 
change in the number of neutrons. The result is the following Boltzmann equation [33]

dYn

dt

∣∣∣∣
νen↔pe−

= 1

nb

∫
d̃q1d̃q2d̃q3d̃q4

×(2π)4δ(4)(Q1 + Q2 − Q3 − Q4)

×〈|M|2〉F(E1,E2,E3,E4), (7)

where Yn is the neutron abundance. We define abundances to be the ratio of number densities, 
Yi ≡ ni/nb , where ni is the number density of species i and nb is the baryon number density. In 
Eq. (7), we use the phase–space notation

d̃qi ≡ d3qi

(2π)32Ei

, (8)

for three-momentum magnitude qi and energy Ei . δ(4)(Q1 +Q2 −Q3 −Q4) is a four-momentum 
conserving Dirac delta function and F is the statistical factor appropriate for Fermi–Dirac statis-
tics

F = fp(E3)fe−(E4)[1 − fn(E1)][1 − fνe(E2)]
− fn(E1)fνe (E2)[1 − fp(E3)][1 − fe−(E4)], (9)

where fi(Ei) is the occupation number for species i at energy Ei . We depart from the quantum 
description of Ref. [19] and use neutrino occupation numbers instead of the generalized density 
matrices for this work. For the specific processes in Eqs. (1) and (4), the summed–squared-
amplitude is [19]

〈|M|2〉 = 24G2
F {(gA + 1)2(Q1 · Q2)(Q3 · Q4)

+ (gA − 1)2(Q1 · Q4)(Q2 · Q3)

+ (g2
A − 1)mnmp(Q2 · Q4)}, (10)

where gA � 1.27 is the axial-vector coupling and mn (mp) is the neutron (proton) vacuum mass. 
We can simplify Eq. (10), if we make the following approximations:

1. Assume the energy is much larger than the magnitude of the three momenta for the baryons.
2. Assume the mass of the baryons is approximately equal to the energy.
3. Assume the neutrino is massless, i.e. E2 = q2.

Under the above assumptions, Eq. (10) simplifies to:

〈|M|2〉 = 24G2
F E1E2E3E4

[
1 + 3g2

A + (g2
A − 1)

q4

E4
cos θ24

]
, (11)

where θ24 is the angle between �q2 and �q4. We are free to define our coordinate system such 
that θ24 is coincident with one of the elevation angles in either d3q2 or d3q4. Therefore, the 
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integral over the cosθ24 term in Eq. (11) will vanish, leaving a remaining nonzero portion of the 
summed–squared-amplitude

〈|M|2〉 → 24G2
F E1E2E3E4(1 + 3g2

A). (12)

Eq. (12) contains no angular dependence and is straightforward to integrate in Eq. (7) with 
additional approximations. We use Fermi–Dirac (FD) statistics to describe the νe and e−, but 
simplify to Maxwell–Boltzmann (MB) statistics for the neutron and proton. This simplification 
allows us to make the approximation [1 − fn,p] ≈ 1, which in turn simplifies the statistical fac-
tor F . We relabel the second energy dummy variable, E2 → Eν , and reduce Eq. (7) to a single 
integration

dYn

dt

∣∣∣∣
νen↔pe−

= G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

∞∫
0

dEν E2
ν (Eν + δmnp)

√
(Eν + δmnp)2 − m2

e

×{Yp[1 − fνe (Eν)][fe−(Eν + δmnp)]
− Yn[fνe (Eν)][1 − fe−(Eν + δmnp)]}, (13)

where me is the electron rest mass. Eq. (13) contains two contributions: a creation component 
proportional to the proton abundance Yp, deduced from process (4); and a destruction component 
proportional to the neutron abundance Yn, deduced from (1). We write the creation component 
as (

dYn

dt

)+
≡ G2

F (1 + 3g2
A)

2π3
YpT 5

cmN , (14)

where we have written the integral over Eν as T 5
cmN . Here, Tcm is the comoving temperature 

parameter and is inversely proportional to the scale factor, a, such that Tcm = Tin(ain/a) where 
Tin (ain) is the plasma temperature (scale factor) taken at an initial epoch of our choosing [11]. 
For the purposes of studying WFO, we will set Tin = 10 MeV. N is a dimensionless number and 
depends on the temperature quantities through the ratios δmnp/Tcm, me/Tcm, and Tcm/T .

We can approximate the Hubble expansion rate during radiation dominated conditions using 
the effective degrees of freedom statistic, g�, to yield [34]

H =
√√√√ 8π

3m2
pl

π2

30
g�T 4

cm. (15)

If we equate Eq. (15) with Eq. (14), we find a comoving temperature value, Teq, where the two 
rates are equal

Teq ≡
⎡⎣ 2π3

mplG
2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

1

YpN

√
8π3

90
g�

⎤⎦1/3

. (16)

If we take N � 4!, g� = 10.75, and Yp � 1, we calculate Teq � 0.9 MeV in line with the nominal 
estimate of 0.7 MeV for WFO [see Eq. (57) in Ref. [5] and the references therein]. For Tcm > Teq, 
the creation term (dYn/dt)+ is larger than the Hubble rate, and vice versa for Tcm < Teq.

In our calculations, we assume neutrinos instantaneously decoupled from the plasma at a co-
moving temperature parameter Tcm > Teq. The nucleosynthesis effects from the altered WFO 
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scenarios dwarf the contributions from neutrino energy transport (see Refs. [9–11]). Further-
more, we do not include higher order corrections to the n ↔ p rates from finite temperature 
radiative corrections or modified dispersion relations of the charged leptons. See Refs. [35–37]
for detailed accounting of the changes to the primordial abundances induced from these correc-
tions. We do include Coulomb corrections from Refs. [38,39] to processes (1), (3), (4), and (6). 
In addition, we include the zero-temperature radiative corrections of Refs. [35,37] to all six pro-
cesses.

In simplifying the amplitude in Eq. (12), we treated the baryons as nonrelativistic when 
we set m ∼ E. This allowed us to separate any dependence the energy-conserving part of the 
four-dimensional delta function had on the nucleon energies [E1 and E3 in Eq. (7)], thereby 
eliminating the explicit presence of the baryon MB occupation numbers. The approximation of 
large baryon rest mass employed here induces a change of a few percent. See Refs. [19,37,40]
for details on how to construct the Boltzmann equation with baryons obeying MB or FD statis-
tics without the large baryon mass approximation. We neglect these corrections here in the spirit 
of exploring the leverage that weak isospin-changing interactions have during the BBN epoch. 
However, our conclusion that these processes are surprisingly effective at low temperature, high-
light the need for including small corrections in a high-precision assessment of BBN absolute 
abundance yields.

Reference [19] further gives the prescription to find 〈|M|2〉 for the other two reactions, namely 
e+n ↔ p ν̄e and n ↔ p ν̄ee

−. Using the same approximations in determining Eq. (12) for νen ↔
pe−, the expressions for 〈|M|2〉 in the two other reactions are identical to that in (12). In order 
to account for the contribution of each rate to either the neutron or proton abundance change, we 
will write the Boltzmann equations as the following

dYn

dt
= − Yn(λνen + λe+n + λn decay) + Yp(λe−p + λν̄ep + λν̄ee−p), (17)

dYp

dt
=Yn(λνen + λe+n + λn decay) − Yp(λe−p + λν̄ep + λν̄ee−p). (18)

The neutron destruction (proton creation) rates are λνen, λe+n, λn decay and correspond to pro-
cesses (1)–(3), respectively. The neutron creation (proton destruction) rates are λe−p, λν̄ep, λν̄ee−p

and correspond to processes (4)–(6), respectively. Eqs. (17) and (18) give the changes in the neu-
tron and proton abundances from the weak interactions. Nuclear reactions such as deuterium (d) 
production in n(p, γ )d also affect the free neutron and proton abundances and would enter into 
both expressions (17) and (18). For the sake of brevity, we have ignored the nuclear contributions 
in writing Eqs. (17) and (18) so that we can define the weak rates λi corresponding to processes 
(1)–(6). In the actual numerical calculations, the nuclear reaction contributions are indispensable 
in Eqs. (17) and (18), and are compulsory for baryon number conservation.

We arrive at the following expressions for the six n ↔ p rates in Eqs. (17) and (18)

λνen = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

∞∫
0

dEν C(Eν + δmnp)Z(Eν + δmnp,Eν)

×E2
ν (Eν + δmnp)

√
(Eν + δmnp)2 − m2

e

×[fνe (Eν)][1 − fe−(Eν + δmnp)], (19)
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λe+n = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

∞∫
δmnp+me

dEν Z(Eν − δmnp,Eν)

×E2
ν (Eν − δmnp)

√
(Eν − δmnp)2 − m2

e

×[1 − fν̄e (Eν)][fe+(Eν − δmnp)], (20)

λn decay = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

δmnp−me∫
0

dEν C(δmnp − Eν)Z(δmnp − Eν,Eν)

×E2
ν (δmnp − Eν)

√
(δmnp − Eν)2 − m2

e

×[1 − fν̄e (Eν)][1 − fe−(δmnp − Eν)], (21)

λe−p = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

∞∫
0

dEν C(Eν + δmnp)Z(Eν + δmnp,Eν)

×E2
ν (Eν + δmnp)

√
(Eν + δmnp)2 − m2

e

×[1 − fνe(Eν)][fe−(Eν + δmnp)], (22)

λν̄ep = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

∞∫
δmnp+me

dEν Z(Eν − δmnp,Eν)

×E2
ν (Eν − δmnp)

√
(Eν − δmnp)2 − m2

e

×[fν̄e (Eν)][1 − fe+(Eν − δmnp)], (23)

λν̄ee−p = G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

δmnp−me∫
0

dEν C(δmnp − Eν)Z(δmnp − Eν,Eν)

×E2
ν (δmnp − Eν)

√
(δmnp − Eν)2 − m2

e

×[fν̄e (Eν)][fe−(δmnp − Eν)]. (24)

C(Ee) and Z(Ee, Eν) are modifications to the integrand from Coulomb corrections and zero-
temperature radiative corrections, respectively, for charged-lepton-energy argument Ee. The 
quantities fi give the lepton occupation numbers for i = νe, ν̄e, e−, e+. In this work, the oc-
cupation numbers are always assumed to be FD in character

f
(FD)
i (E;Ti,μi) = 1

e(E−μi)/Ti + 1
. (25)

We use Tcm for the temperature quantity in the neutrino occupation numbers, and T for the 
plasma temperature in the charged lepton occupation numbers. In addition, we evolve the elec-
tron chemical potential, μe, for use in the electron occupation numbers. The positron chemical 
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Fig. 1. Rates as a function of comoving temperature parameter Tcm. The n ↔ p rates, λ, include all six processes in 
(1)–(6). Also plotted is the Hubble rate, H , for comparison. Our adopted neutron lifetime is τn = 885.1 s.

potential is always assumed to be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign of the electron chem-
ical potential. We take the electron neutrino and antineutrino chemical potentials to be zero. Our 
expressions for the n ↔ p rates in Eqs. (19)–(24) are identical to those of Ref. [41] except they 
contain the zero-temperature radiative corrections of Ref. [35], a different notation for the weak 
coefficient in front of the integral, and some corrections to typographical errors.

We used the same set of approximations to simplify 〈|M|2〉 present in Eqs. (19)–(24). The 
result of this set of approximations is that the same coefficient is in front of the integral over Eν , 
namely G2

F (1 + 3g2
A)/2π3, for all six rates in Eqs. (19)–(24). We do not explicitly calculate this 

coefficient in our code using currently accepted values of GF and gA. As an alternative, we can 
solve for the coefficient using the free neutron mean lifetime in vacuum, τn, which we simply 
refer to as the neutron lifetime. The expression for the vacuum decay rate of free neutrons is

1

τn

= G2
F (1 + 3g2

A)

2π3

δmnp−me∫
0

dEν C(δmnp − Eν)Z(δmnp − Eν,Eν)

×E2
ν (δmnp − Eν)

√
(δmnp − Eν)2 − m2

e, (26)

Eq. (26) is identical to Eq. (21) with fν̄e,e−(E) = 0. We can solve Eq. (26) for the coefficient 
G2

F (1 + 3g2
A)/(2π3) in terms of τn and a number for the phase–space integral. Ref. [42] gives 

the neutron lifetime as τn = 882.5 ± 2.1 s, and Ref. [43] gives 887.7 ± 3.1 s. As an average, we 
will take 〈τn〉 = 885.1 s.

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows a plot of each of the six rates in Eqs. (19)–(24) versus Tcm. For comparison 
purposes, the Hubble expansion rate (H ) is also plotted. The solid (dashed) curves gives the 
rates for the neutron destruction (creation) processes. In all three reactions, the rate of neutron 
destruction is larger than that for creation. We can determine the difference in strength between 
neutron destruction and creation if we examine the explicit expressions in Eqs. (19)–(24). Con-
sider first the rates for free neutron decay and the inverse three-body process, Eqs. (21) and (24)
respectively. The equations are identical except for the expressions with the FD occupation num-
bers. Eq. (24) is proportional to the occupation numbers [fν̄e,e−] directly, as opposed to Eq. (21)
which is proportional to the blocking factors [1 − fν̄ ,e−]. For zero chemical potential, which 
e
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is the case for the neutrinos, [1 − f (E)] ≥ f (E) for all values of E if we assume FD occupa-
tion numbers as in Eq. (25). Therefore, the rate for free neutron decay is enhanced compared to 
the rate for the three-body process with regard to the neutrino occupation number contribution. 
The previous argument does not readily apply to the electron occupation numbers because the 
electron sea has a positive chemical potential. However, the chemical potential is on order the 
baryon number multiplied by the temperature at early times. The argument in the exponential of 
the occupation number is (E − μe)/T ≈ E/T − 10−9 implying that for energies E > 10−9T , 
the blocking factor is larger than the stand-alone occupation number. Therefore, the electron and 
electron antineutrino occupation numbers give rise to the difference in strength between the two 
rates: λn decay ≥ λν̄ee−p at all temperatures in Fig. 1.

The above argument for the difference in strength of the n ↔ p ν̄ee
− rates is not imme-

diately applicable to the two capture reactions, νen ↔ p e− and e+n ↔ p ν̄e. There is a re-
actant and product lepton in all four capture processes, so we cannot directly compare fifj

to [1 − fi][1 − fj ] like we did in Eqs. (21) and (24). The key to understanding the compar-
ative strength of the neutron destruction over creation rates is the threshold energy, Ethresh, 
absent in the destruction channel but present in the creation channel. The threshold energies 
are E

(e)
thresh = δmnp for the electron in process (4) and E

(ν)
thresh = δmnp + me for the elec-

tron antineutrino in process (5). In either capture reaction, f (E ∼ Ethresh) is strictly less than 
[1 − f (E ∼ Ethresh)] for the lepton requiring a threshold energy. For the lepton which does not 
require a threshold energy (νe in (1) and e+ in (2)), f (E ∼ 0) � [1 − f (E ∼ 0)]. The thresh-
old energy reduces the allowed phase–space for the process to occur. At high temperatures, the 
threshold is negligible and the reduction in phase space minimal. The neutron creation rate is 
equal to the destruction rate as seen in the high-temperature range of Fig. 1. At lower tempera-
tures, the rates begin to diverge once the threshold becomes significant.

The neutron destruction rates are larger than the corresponding creation rates for either the 
capture reactions or free neutron decay. The result is a decrease in the neutron abundance. Stan-
dard BBN produces mostly 1H and 4He. The neutrons which survive WFO will become bound in 
the 4He isotope. Therefore, when investigating altered scenarios of WFO, the principal cosmo-
logical observable we will monitor is the primordial mass fraction of 4He, namely YP ≡ 4Y4He
and not to be confused with the free proton abundance Yp. We use our adopted value of the 
neutron lifetime, τn = 885.1 s, to obtain a YP baseline of

Y
(base)
P [τn = 885.1 s] = 0.2477. (27)

3.1. First scenario

In Fig. 1, λn decay is not constant with Tcm. In medium, free neutron decay is inhibited by 
the FD blocking factors [1 − fν̄e ] and [1 − fe−]. Blocking reduces λn decay, as shown in Fig. 2. 
In vacuum we drop the FD blocking factors [like we did in Eq. (26)], but in medium we must 
include them. At high temperatures, the FD occupation numbers for both e− and ν̄e are ∼ 0.5 for 
the range of energy values 0 < E < δmnp . Therefore, the FD blocking factors are each ∼ 0.5 and 
the overall rate for λn decay is ∼ 0.25 the vacuum rate. This is evident in Fig. 2 where the value of 
λn decay at high temperature is a factor of four lower than the value at low temperature. Eventually, 
the free neutron decay rate converges to the vacuum rate at Tcm ∼ 100 keV, implying that FD 
blocking is negligible at this epoch. However, 4He formation occurs during this Tcm ∼ 100 keV
epoch. In-medium free neutron decay is the dominant weak isospin-changing process before 
4He nuclei form, as shown in Fig. 1. Modifications to the free neutron decay rate at late epochs, 
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Fig. 2. The in-medium free neutron decay rate, λn decay, as a function of the comoving temperature parameter Tcm. 
Also plotted is the Hubble expansion rate, H , and the vacuum neutron decay rate, 1/τn , for comparison. Note that 
phase–space blocking decreases λn decay relative to the vacuum neutron decay rate at temperatures Tcm � 100 keV. Our 
adopted neutron lifetime is τn = 885.1 s.

300 keV � Tcm � 100 keV, will alter the n/p ratio and produce changes in YP . If λn decay ≤ 1/τn, 
then we would expect more neutrons to survive into the BBN epoch. The net result should be an 
increase in YP compared to the scenario λn decay = 1/τn.

The first scenario of altered WFO we investigate is the sensitivity of YP to in-medium free 
neutron decay and the role of phase–space blocking factors. Our procedure is as follows for this 
scenario. At high temperature we calculate all six of the n ↔ p rates using the expressions in 
Eqs. (19)–(24). Once Tcm reaches a user-specified temperature, we no longer calculate the free 
neutron decay rate using (21). At and below the specified temperature, we set the free neutron 
decay rate equal to the vacuum decay rate, namely λn decay → 1/τn, in essence ignoring the FD 
blocking factors [1 − fν̄e,e−] in Eq. (21). We include and calculate the three-body rate, λν̄ee−p , 
at all temperatures. Excluding the three-body rate produces a relative change of ∼ 1.5 × 10−3 in 
YP and has little effect for Tcm � 300 keV. Within our code, we implement the following rate 
expressions, denoted λ(Sc. 1) for this first scenario

λ
(Sc. 1)
n decay(Tcm) =

{
λn decay if Tcm > TWFO

1/τn if Tcm < TWFO
,

λ
(Sc. 1)
i (Tcm) = λi, (28)

where i = νen, e+n, e−p, ν̄ep, ν̄ee
−p for the rates in Eqs. (19), (20), (22), (23), (24). TWFO is 

the user-specified “weak freeze-out temperature.”
Fig. 3 shows the relative difference in YP plotted against TWFO for a neutron lifetime τn =

885.1 s in the first scenario. The relative difference, δYP , is with respect to the YP baseline in 
Eq. (27)

δYP = YP − Y
(base)
P [τn = 885.1 s]

Y
(base)
P [τn = 885.1 s]

. (29)

The first scenario is able to induce a change in YP at the percent level. The rates for the capture 
processes are proportional to T 5

cm for high temperature, implying that the free neutron decay rate 
has a vanishingly small contribution in effecting the n/p ratio in this regime. As a result, the 
scenario of altered WFO considered here is immutable for TWFO � a few MeV and the curve in 
Fig. 3 begins to asymptote as TWFO increases into this range of comoving temperature parameter.
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Fig. 3. The relative difference in YP compared to the baseline [Eq. (29)] as a function of TWFO in the first scenario of 
altered WFO. All six processes utilize the expressions in Eqs. (19)–(24) until Tcm reaches the user-specified TWFO. For 
Tcm < TWFO, the free neutron decay rate is set to the vacuum rate, 1/τn. Our adopted neutron lifetime is τn = 885.1 s.

The first altered scenario of WFO has no effect for values of TWFO set after 4He formation, 
Tcm � 50 keV, and the relative change in YP is zero as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, δYP has 
asymptoted for Tcm � 1 MeV. δYP undergoes a rapid ascent for the range 400 keV � Tcm �
100 keV and connects the high and low temperature plateaus for the first scenario. This range 
encompasses the epoch when λn decay is roughly the same order of magnitude as λνen and λe+n

according to Fig. 1. Furthermore, the steep slope of δYP as a function of TWFO gives us informa-
tion on when the n/p ratio, and by extension YP , is the most mutable to the free neutron decay 
rate. In this first scenario of altered WFO, we have abruptly changed the free neutron decay rate 
to the vacuum value. Over the entire history of the early universe, the free neutron decay rate 
only changes by a factor of 4, larger than the change imposed by the first scenario. Nevertheless, 
the small temperature range 400 keV � Tcm � 100, keV, which is ∼ 15 Hubble times, has an 
impact on WFO at the percent level in the first scenario.

3.2. Second scenario

Fig. 1 shows that at Tcm ∼ 1 MeV, the neutron destruction rates (λνen, λνen) are roughly an 
order of magnitude larger than the neutron creation rates (λe−p , λν̄ep). Both of the neutron cre-
ation rates require a threshold energy for the incident lepton, reducing the amount of accessible 
phase space and lowering the value of the rates compared to the neutron destruction rates. In 
the second scenario of altered WFO, we will neglect the processes which require a threshold for 
Tcm < TWFO. This is equivalent to an instantaneous WFO epoch for the two lepton capture rates 
on protons, Eqs. (22) and (23).

Our procedure for this scenario is similar to that of the first. We calculate all six n ↔ p rates 
at high temperature. Once Tcm is lower than TWFO, we neglect the lepton capture rates on protons 
in Eqs. (22) and (23). The expressions implemented in the code are

λ
(Sc. 2)
i (Tcm) =

{
λi if Tcm > TWFO

0 if Tcm < TWFO
,

λ
(Sc. 2)
j (Tcm) =λj , (30)

where λi are the expressions for the capture rates on protons in Eqs. (22) and (23). The other 
four n ↔ p rates use the expressions λj in Eqs. (19), (20), (21), and (24) at all temperatures.
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Fig. 4. The relative difference in YP compared to the baseline [Eq. (29)] as a function of TWFO in the second scenario of 
altered WFO. All six processes utilize the expressions in Eqs. (19)–(24) until Tcm reaches the user-specified TWFO. For 
Tcm < TWFO, the capture rates on protons, namely e−p → nνe and ν̄ep → ne+, are set to zero. The neutron lifetime is 
τn = 885.1 s.

Fig. 4 shows the results of the second scenario. The neutron lifetime is fixed at τn = 885.1 s. 
The horizontal axis gives TWFO and the vertical axis gives the relative change in YP from the 
baseline in Eq. (27). If we neglect the capture rates on protons at TWFO ∼ 1 MeV, we find a ∼
40% decrease in YP . The relative difference in YP decreases with decreasing TWFO. At TWFO ∼
400 keV, there exists a ∼ 1% change in YP . This corresponds to an epoch where the capture 
rates on protons are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the capture rates on neutrons. 
The average energy of neutrinos at this epoch is ∼ 1.2 MeV, only two-thirds of the value of 
δmnp + me . Only neutrinos in the tail of the distribution have enough energy to contribute to 
process (5). The exclusion of process (5), and to a greater extent process (4), leads to a noticeable 
change well below our initial estimate for WFO, Tcm ∼ Teq.

3.3. Third scenario

In Fig. 1, λνen ∼ H for Tcm ∼ 1.0 MeV, in line with our earlier estimate for Teq. For Tcm <

Teq, the Hubble expansion rate is larger than any of the n ↔ p rates until Tcm � 50 keV, where 
λn decay becomes larger than H . In the third scenario of altered WFO, we will implement an even 
more extreme instantaneous WFO as compared to the second scenario.

At high temperature we calculate all six of the n ↔ p rates using the expressions in 
Eqs. (19)–(24). Once Tcm reaches TWFO we no longer calculate the rates associated with the 
lepton capture processes on protons and neutrons, i.e. processes (1), (2), (4), and (5), thereby 
instituting an instantaneous freeze-out of those specific four lepton capture reactions. We will 
calculate and include the in-medium free neutron decay rate and associated inverse rate for all 
temperatures in this scenario. The expression implemented in the code is

λ
(Sc. 3)
i (Tcm) =

{
λi if Tcm > TWFO

0 if Tcm < TWFO
,

λ
(Sc. 3)
j (Tcm) =λj , (31)

where λi are the expressions for the capture rates in Eqs. (19), (20), (22), and (23); and λj are 
the expressions in Eqs. (21) and (24).

Fig. 5 gives the results of the WFO approximation in the third scenario. In this scenario, we 
define the relative change in YP as the following
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Fig. 5. (Left) TWFO plotted against τn for contours of constant δYP in the third scenario of altered WFO. Here, the 
relative difference in YP is given in Eq. (32), where the baseline value of YP changes with τn . All six processes utilize 
the expressions in Eqs. (19)–(24) until Tcm reaches the user-specified TWFO. For Tcm < TWFO, the four capture rates, 
namely νen ↔ pe− and e+n ↔ pν̄e , are set to zero. (Right) The baseline values of YP for a given τn . For the baseline, 
we set TWFO = 0. In both panels the shaded silver vertical region is the one-sigma estimate for τn = 885.1 ± 2.6 s
calculated from Refs. [42,43]

δYP = YP − Y
(base)
P [τn]

Y
(base)
P [τn]

, (32)

where Y (base)
P [τn] is the baseline value of YP at a given τn if we set TWFO = 0. The left panel 

of Fig. 5 shows contours of constant δYP in the TWFO vs. τn plane. The right panel shows the 
baseline values, Y (base)

P . The contours in the left panel are roughly horizontal, indicating that 
the relative changes in YP are independent of τn. Our estimate for Teq was 0.9 MeV. If we set 
TWFO = Teq, we see that our calculation for YP induces a ∼ 50% increase over the baseline. 
When calculating δYP for the second scenario, we found a comparable 35% decrease in YP

from the baseline when TWFO = Teq in Fig. 4. The exclusion of the capture rates on neutrons in 
going from scenario 2 to scenario 3 results in a nearly 100% shift in YP . In Fig. 1, the capture 
rates are four orders of magnitude larger than the free-neutron decay rate when Tcm = Teq. Ne-
glecting the capture rates leads to a significantly different history of WFO. The instantaneous 
WFO approximation improves if we lower TWFO. However, even at TWFO = 100 keV, a ∼ 1%
relative difference in YP persists.

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the n/p ratio as a function of Tcm for different values of TWFO
within the third scenario. A curve assuming the n/p ratio stays in weak equilibrium is included 
for comparison. For each nonzero TWFO, the n/p ratio starkly diverges from the baseline curve 
at that value of TWFO. The value of the n/p ratio is a monotonic function of TWFO, approaching 
the baseline for decreasing values of TWFO. The evolution of the n/p ratio abruptly ceases at 
Tcm ∼ 50 keV – the conclusion of 4He formation.

The value of the n/p ratio is important for BBN. Before BBN commences, the abundances 
are in nuclear statistical equilibrium. For a nucleus with mass number A and atomic number Z, 
the NSE abundance is [8]

Y
(NSE)
X � YZ

p YA−Z
n 2(A−3)/2π3(A−1)/2gXA3/2

[
nb

(T mb)3/2

]A−1

eBX/T . (33)

In Eq. (33), gX is the spin and BX is the binding energy of nucleus X. mb is the baryon rest mass 
energy. We can relate the baryon number density to the entropy per baryon in the plasma
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Fig. 6. The n/p ratio as a function of comoving temperature parameter Tcm in the third scenario of altered WFO, the 
same as in Fig. 5. Each TWFO curve represents a different value for temperature Tcm = TWFO where processes (1), (2), 
(4), and (5) are sharply turned off. All curves use τn = 885.1 s. Also included is a curve (Equil.) assuming the n/p ratio 
stays in weak equilibrium, i.e. n/p = e−δmnp/T , where we neglect the electron chemical potential and set the neutrino 
chemical potential to zero.

spl = 1

nb

2π2

45
g�ST 3, (34)

where g�S is the statistical entropic weight [34]. spl is nearly constant during WFO (see Ref. [11]
for a discussion of entropy flows during the weak decoupling, WFO, and BBN epochs). Eq. (33)
shows that YX depends on time/temperature through the quantities YZ

p , YA−Z
n , and T 9(1−A)/2

before the abundance goes out of equilibrium. As a result, YX will depart from NSE at specific 
values of Yp and Yn, or equivalently, at a specific value of the n/p ratio. The evolution of YX

then proceeds to follow from a Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann equation is sensitive to the 
initial conditions, which include the n/p ratio in this case.

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the primordial abundances as functions of Tcm. The dashed 
curves correspond to the baseline case, TWFO = 0, whereas the solid curves correspond to the case 
TWFO = 1.0 MeV in the third scenario. Although the vertical axis ranges over 36 orders of mag-
nitude, the instantaneous WFO approximation induces a discernible difference on the evolution 
of the abundances. Furthermore, the solid and dashed curves begin diverging for Tcm � 1.0 MeV, 
the TWFO value for the solid curves. 4He is still in NSE at Tcm = 1.0 MeV. In essence, we have 
precipitated an earlier epoch of out-of-equilibrium evolution when we set TWFO = 1.0 MeV. 
Therefore, we have a different n/p ratio and initial condition as dictated by Eq. (33) compared 
to the baseline case. The result is a different evolution for 4He. The helium abundances differ by 
∼ 50% for the two cases at the conclusion of BBN. 4He is indeed sensitive to the n/p ratio, but to 
a lesser extent so are deuterium and 3He. For this scenario compared to the baseline, deuterium 
differs by ∼ 44% and 3He differs by ∼ 14%.

3.4. Fourth scenario

For the fourth and last scenario, we combine scenarios 1 and 3. The expression for the rates 
in the code is

λ
(Sc. 4)
i (Tcm) =

{
λi if Tcm > TWFO

0 if Tcm < TWFO
,
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Fig. 7. The abundances as a function of comoving temperature parameter Tcm in the third scenario of altered WFO, the 
same as in Fig. 5. The solid lines show the abundances if TWFO = 1.0 MeV. The dashed lines show the abundances if 
TWFO = 0.0 MeV, i.e. if the n ↔ p rates are calculated at all times. The neutron lifetime is τn = 885.1 s.

Fig. 8. The relative difference in YP compared to the baseline [Eq. (29)] as a function of TWFO in the fourth scenario of 
altered WFO. All six processes utilize the expressions in Eqs. (19)–(24) until Tcm reaches the user-specified TWFO. For 
Tcm < TWFO, the capture rates, namely e−p ↔ nνe and ν̄ep ↔ ne+ , are set to zero, and the free neutron decay rate is 
set to the vacuum rate. Our adopted neutron lifetime is τn = 885.1 s.

λ
(Sc. 4)
n decay(Tcm) =

{
λn decay if Tcm > TWFO

1/τn if Tcm < TWFO
,

λ
(Sc. 4)

ν̄ee−p
(Tcm) =λν̄ee−p, (35)

where λi are the expressions for the capture rates in Eqs. (19), (20), (22), and (23). In other 
words, in the fourth scenario we assume a sharp transition at a chosen TWFO after which we 
neglect all lepton capture processes and use an unblocked, vacuum decay rate for free neutrons.

Fig. 8 shows the relative change in YP plotted against TWFO. Scenario 1 produced a decrease 
in YP , and scenario 3 produced an increase in YP over the baseline. In addition, scenario 3 
produced much larger changes in YP for equal TWFO. As a result, δYP for this scenario seen 
in Fig. 8 closely follows that of the third scenario. If we consider the top panel of Fig. 5, we 
see a ∼ 60% change in YP for TWFO = 1.0 MeV at the central value τn = 885.1 s. This is in 
line with the change at TWFO = 1.0 MeV for scenario 4 in Fig. 8. To be more precise, δYP for 
scenario 4 is a half percent lower than scenario 3 for TWFO = 1.0 MeV. At TWFO = 1.0 MeV in 
scenario 1, YP is more than a full percent lower than the baseline. The values for δYP in scenario 
4 are not perfect incoherent sums of the values in scenarios 1 and 3, but are also not widely 
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discrepant. At lower temperatures, the effect from the blocking factors in free neutron decay 
play a lesser role than they do at higher temperatures. As a result, scenario 4 becomes equivalent 
to scenario 3 and δYP assume the same values for both scenarios at lower temperature. When 
TWFO ∼ 100 keV, we find a ∼ 1% change in YP for both scenarios 3 and 4. Note that if we 
choose TWFO = 0.7 MeV, this scenario yields a YP nearly 40% above the baseline standard BBN 
value. Clearly, Fig. 8 shows that any choice of a sharp TWFO in scenario 4 results in incorrect 
nucleosynthesis.

4. Conclusion

We have presented calculations which show that neglecting almost any of the isospin-
changing weak interaction processes in the WFO epoch is unjustified and results in incorrect 
BBN. In particular, the idea that there is a WFO temperature, TWFO, below which lepton cap-
ture on neutrons and protons, and blocking factors for in-medium free neutron decay can be 
neglected, is inaccurate and misleading. We have quantified how the effect of individual isospin-
changing weak interactions figures into the evolution of the n/p ratio and light-element abun-
dances.

Most extant BBN calculations [15–18] capture the physics of WFO correctly. It is neverthe-
less surprising that lepton capture reactions, even those with an energy threshold, are important in 
calculating final helium and deuterium abundances. Fig. 1 illustrates why this result is surprising. 
Note that in Fig. 1, the Hubble expansion rate dominates over all lepton capture isospin-changing 
reactions for Tcm < 0.9 MeV, but the comparison between individual reaction rates and the Hub-
ble expansion rate can be misleading. A more revealing procedure is to solve for the solution of 
the n/p ratio, tantamount to a solution of the two coupled first-order differential equations, (17)
and (18). These solutions involve exponentials of integrals of the Hubble expansion rate con-
volved with isospin-changing weak interaction rates, as shown in Ref. [44] for the early universe 
and Ref. [45] for the very similar situation in a neutrino-driven wind around a hot proto-neutron 
star. In essence, these solutions show that the isospin-changing weak interactions have an inte-
grated, cumulative effect which must be accounted for. Although these weak interaction rates 
drop dramatically as the temperature drops, the Hubble expansion rate also drops – necessitating 
a numerical approach in integrating these rates.

Future prospects for high-precision determinations of the primordial abundances of helium, 
e.g., from cosmic microwave background stage 4 experiments [3], and deuterium, from thirty-
meter-class telescopes [1,2], heighten the prospects for BBN constraints on and probes of BSM 
physics in the early universe. Our results point up the sensitivity of BBN to slow, subdominant 
weak interaction processes at quite low temperatures, T ∼ 100 keV. In turn, this suggests that 
high precision measurements of light-element abundances can translate into constraints on the 
thermal physics and any neutrino sector or BSM physics that affects neutrino or charged-lepton 
distribution functions and number densities at this epoch. For example, neutrino oscillations [10,
46], sterile neutrinos [47], particle decay [48–53], and large neutrino magnetic moments [54], 
all can produce changes in active neutrino distributions, number densities, and overall energy 
density which can slightly or substantially affect the weak isospin-changing interactions we con-
sider in this paper. The weak interaction physics we have considered in this paper suggests that 
BBN will be an even more sensitive probe of these and other BSM physics issues in the fu-
ture.
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